shows two pronouns in the incomplete phase (gou, the incomplete phase of goua 'I', and iris, the irregular incomplete phase of irisa 'them'). In neither case is the pronoun 'indefinite' in any coherent semantic sense (nor, indeed, does it seem likely that a pronoun such as goua 'I' could possibly have an 'indefinite' interpretation).
(5)
gou la tük iris I inc / FUT / stop inc / them inc 'I will stop them'
In (6) and (7) the verb shows precisely the same aspectual form and interpretation, yet it is in the incomplete phase in (6) and the complete phase in (7). In fact, all verbs are in the complete phase before the anaphoric clitic e, regardless of the semantics of the verb. [ 'he ruled over the land in which Raho lived' (8) Suffixes and clitics which invariably trigger the complete phase -monosyllables 2 -ga 'nominalizer': pu'a 'to be greedy' > pu'aga 'greed' -me 'hither': ho'a 'to take' > ho'ame 'to bring' -a 'transitive suffix': hili 'to make a choice (intr.)' > hilia 'to choose something (tr.)' e 'locative anaphor': noho 'to dwell, live' > noho e 'to dwell therein' (9) Suffixes and clitics which invariably trigger the incomplete phase -disyllables -'ia 'ingressive': sunu 'to be hot' > sun'ia 'to become hot' -'åki 'causative': tole 'to carry' > tol'åki 'to cause to be carried' -kia 'transitive': ho'a 'to take (intr.)' > hoa'kia 'to take (tr.)' ta'a 'that': vaka 'canoe' > vak ta'a 'that canoe'
There is clearly no coherent sense in which the ho'a of ho'ame 'to bring' is a 'definite' version of ho'a 'to take,' or in which sun of sun'ia 'to become hot' is an 'indefinite' version of sunu 'to be hot.' Equally clearly the incomplete phase vak (from vaka 'canoe') in vak ta'a 'that canoe' is definite. (11) "With respect to its vocalism and its foot structure, the incomplete phase is faithful to the complete phase, rather than the lexical form, strongly supporting the correspondence-based model in (54) Note: the analysis rests on the assumption that the absence of [aer#] in English is the result of a phonological constraint rather than being an accidental gap. It could be argued that the existence of the form [laer], itself, and others like it, indicates the latter. Note that, accepting the oft-touted property of OT that it predicts the output, for a given speaker, for any arbitrary UR (in that the output will be well-formed, given the constraint ranking in that speaker's phonology), a prediction follows if there really is a *aer# constraint in these dialects. If Lar [laer], Sar [saer], and Har [haer] -who call each other by these affectionate nicknames constantly -go to some part of the world where a language is spoken that allows [aer#] sequences, they will 'repair' these sequences when pronouncing words from that language, rather than produce them intact. We strongly suspect that this is incorrect. In neither of the cases in (17), which could be trivially multiplied, both of which represent hypocoristic truncation, is faithfulness to vowel quality shown. Therefore, there can be no general principle of vowel quality faithfulness in the formation of truncated hypocoristics. Only by opportunistically restricting the data considered does the author manage to make the analysis look plausible. 
III. Uniform Exponence (Kenstowicz 1994)
A. Opportunistic choice of constraints and candidate sets and inaccurate evaluation (22) Uniform Exponence: minimize the differences in the realization of a lexical Item (morpheme, stem, affix, word).
The first case we will consider concerns Kenstowicz' analysis of the honor, hono:ris, hono:rem... paradigm of Latin. Kenstowicz cites the adjective honestus 'honest' as providing evidence that this morpheme has in fact an underlying s. Not without interest is the fact that honestus is considered 'close enough' to honor to provide an acquirer with the critical evidence that, in spite of the invariant realization of the final segment of the nominal stem as [r] , it should be taken as the realization underlying /s/. honestus must therefore be analyzed as hones-tu-s (note the difference in vowel quality in the second syllable), with the first morpheme being the same as that in honor, hono:ris, hono:rem... Nevertheless, hones-tus is arbitrarily left out of consideration in evaluating the 'uniform exponence' of this morpheme. This again represents opportunistic selection of the material considered.
(23) Kenstowicz We concur.
IV.
Postlexical Phonology in OT McCarthy acknowledges the serial nature of Rotuman derivations involving outputoutput correspondence. By keeping this serialism, but doing away with output-output correspondence we can capture pre-OT generalizations about the phonology of specific postlexical prosodic domains (e.g., the clitic group in Rotuman). We sketch a model of such a grammar (or, to be more precise, pairing of optimality-theoretic phonological grammars) in (29) .
